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Introduction
Cloud is here

There is no doubt, IT environment of companies and
organizations is gradually moving to the cloud. The main
reasons to enter cloud, flexibility and lower costs, are
becoming irresistible. Agility and security, however, are
gradually becoming the dominant factors. Cloud strategy
therefore should not be omitted in your organization’s IT
planning.
Slovak Telekom Cloud services already serve a large number
of Slovak customers that run mission-critical applications.
But we understand that not everyone today feels comfortable
entrusting key IT services to a cloud provider. However, there
are many other scenarios that instantly provide added value
within acceptable risk levels. This handbook will guide you
through the security and legislative aspects, and will present
Slovak Telekom services aimed at the TelekomCloud virtual
server platform.
The prices herein are indicative, effective as of February
2016 and VAT excluded.

Cloud and changes

Businesses and organizations are constantly exposed to
changing market conditions, regardless of size or segment.
Event traditional brick-and-mortar industries are suddenly
facing new competitors in the form of online companies.
Business areas with high level of entry-barriers are no
exception.
The changes can be seen all around. Uber competes with
traditional taxi services, Airbnb is taking a share from hotel
chains, and Martinus.sk online store is replacing traditional
bookstores in Slovakia. Internet and software companies
can successfully operate in entirely new segments. These
companies are just some examples of many businesses that
have completely changed how the world does business.
To stay profitable, companies and organizations must
change their current IT services and introduce new services.
It is necessary to introduce online and mobile applications,
that can provide services anywhere on any device in a
secure manner. In addition, managers are looking to focus
on their „core“ competencies and pass supporting functions
to external suppliers.

Even traditional IT services, such as ERP software,
messaging, and document management, must be built on an
infrastructure that is cost-effective, flexible and agile. Slovak
Telekom cloud services provide precisely this solution - an
open and flexible foundation on which modern organizations
can transform their business.

Cloud computing

Cloud computing represents a significant evolution in how information technology and services are
produced and delivered. Cloud computing is a versatile and convenient way to deliver computing resources
(network, server, storage, applications, services) to customers over the network. Customers can create and
manage cloud services themselves – typically with a low level of interaction with the service provider.
With instant availability of IT resources with the configuration precisely set by the customer, cloud
computing offers very attractive benefits in terms of speed, cost, and efficiency. The traditional deployment
of IT services necessitates tying up the application to a specific infrastructure. The resulting problem is a
low resource-utilisation rate and lack of flexibility. Cloud enables applications to be dynamically deployed to
a precisely-scaled infrastructure. Cloud flexibility enables applications to scale and grow without traditional
infrastructure upgrades.
Advances in cloud computing are based on an IT virtualization concept and the availability of fast network
connectivity. Virtualization allows simultaneously running multiple instances of an operating system on a
single physical server. Modern virtualization systems then allow the complex automated management of
large numbers of virtual servers, moving their operation between individual physical servers, or protection
against individual hardware component failure. The difference between what we call a „virtual environment“
and a „cloud environment“ is simply in how the user creates and manages individual services. In the case
of cloud services, the users create and manage the service themselves through a self-service interface.
So cloud services represent a change in the processes by which organizations set up and manage their IT
services.

Types of cloud computing

The cloud model allows a very wide range of IT services. Based on the level of provided infrastructure the
services are divided into three basic types:
nfrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
§Ivirtual
servers with self-service set-up and management.
latform as a Service (PaaS)
§Psoftware
infrastructure offered as a base to run IT services, such as database or application server.
oftware as a Service (SaaS)
§Send-user
software sold as a service provided by service providers.
The role of a cloud provider is to build and operate the physical network, server, and disk infrastructure,
and the related connectivity. The individual layers do not require any specific dependency. PaaS or SaaS
services may or may not be operated on a shared platform of virtual servers - IaaS.

Security in the cloud

Every customer is sensitive when it comes to security aspects of storing data and operating IT services in
the cloud environment. Customers are interested to know, how they can rely on Telekom with covering their
needs for high security.
In the first place, you should realistically assess whether your own data centre or server room is sufficiently
secure. Telekom is likely to have more resources to build and operate cutting-edge security technologies
than the vast majority of commercial or government organizations in Slovakia. We have decades of
experience in selecting, training, and guiding the specialists responsible for computer or physical security.
Data security and protection is all about trust. Although customers do not have real control over how
Telekom protects the cloud environment, we do everything possible to consistently achieve the highest
level of security. We do not allow third parties insights into our security measures or procedures, nor do we
allow them physical access or visits to the Telekom data centres hosting cloud services. Our data centres
for cloud services are used exclusively for Telekom infrastructure housing, and are not accessible to
customers.
People at Telekom believe that we can rely on the existing confidential relationship that we already have
with thousands of corporate and government clients in Slovakia. We have been providing highly sensitive
communication, data, and ICT services for decades.
Many customers actually have security as the main reason for entering the TelekomCloud infrastructure.
The level of data security at the network, hardware, and application levels in TelekomCloud is superior to
the capabilities of most organizations. At the software level, given the nature of shared hardware resources,
Telekom especially ensures an absolute separation of virtual servers and data among individual customers.
The focus is on the security of virtualization technology, which secures a substantial portion of the
separation of individual customers on shared hardware. Telekom cloud services, including TelekomCloud
virtual servers and TelekomDrive data storage service, support data encryption.
Slovak Telekom holds the following information security certificates:
27001 Computer Security,
§IISO
SO
27018 Business Continuity Management,
§ISO 27018
Data Privacy in Cloud.
§
To be in the cloud securely, it is crucial to have a safe data connection between a client and a Telekom data
centre. This is where Telekom provides a unique advantage over international cloud providers: customers
needn’t be connected to cloud services exclusively over the Internet, where it is impossible to guarantee
security or any kind of SLA, they can also use the Telekom private data network. A wide variety of VPN
access options can also be utilised.

Legislation related to cloud hosting

Organizations classify information they process and store into different categories based on level of
sensitivity. Personal data is a unique category due to its storage in the cloud being regulated by Slovak Act
No. 122/2013 Col. on Personal Data Protection. The Slovak law distinguishes between two categories of
personal data. The first is standard personal information about individuals who may be identifiable by this
data. The second category, on which the law imposes stricter rules, comprises „sensitive“ personal data.
Storing business data as well as anonymised personal data is not governed by law.
It is important to state, that Slovak, and EU laws allow the storage of personal data in the cloud. The law
lays down the rules which determine several conditions, for example, the contractual relationship between
cloud service provider and a customer. Sensitive personal data may also be stored in the cloud under the
condition that it is stored within the European Union. Theoretically, data can be stored even outside the EU,
but all affected individuals would have to agree with that.
In general, banks can also store data and run applications in the cloud, with the exception of some specific
type of data selected by banks themselves based on security risk.
Slovak Telekom hosts all its cloud services in data centres in Slovakia. The only exceptions are a few
applications in the App Store, such as MS Office 365 and Cloud Backup, that are hosted by partner
companies outside Slovakia yet within the EU.

Slovak Telekom Cloud
ServICeS

Slovak telekom provides a wide range of services related to hardware and software infrastructure to operate it solutions.
these services can be hosted or housed directly at telekom, on-promise, or using a hybrid scenario:

Cloud solutions hosted at Telekom

IaaS publIC Cloud
§TelekomCloud
virtual servers running on linux and Windows platforms with a self-service portal for creating and managing virtual servers.
prIvaTe Cloud
§avIrTual
dedicated portion of the telekomcloud infrastructure and its customization according to customer needs.
hoSTIng
§web
the most economical way of hosting websites and applications on linux, Apache, MySQl, and PhP.
TelekomdrIve
STorage
§secure storage for daTa
sharing files and documents in the telekom data centre.
STore
§App
ready-made SaaS software solutions, provided as services hosted at telekom and its application partners (office 365, crM,
accounting, Market locator, etc.).
infraSTruCTure leaSe
outsourcing of a dedicated network, hardware and software infrastructure, located at telekom.
hoSTed CommunICaTIon ServICeS
such as PbX, fax services, SMS centre, etc.

§
§

building and managing a private network,
hardware and software infrastructure

ServerS
§prIvaTe
delivery and implementation of a custom network, hardware and software infrastructure to the customer, housed on-site, or

at telekom.
vIrTualISed ServerS
delivery and implementation of customer‘s own infrastructure, virtualised using a hypervisor.
prIvaTe Cloud
virtualised servers and data storage devices delivered to the customer with orchestration and self-service portal for creating
and managing the virtual servers and software platforms.
CloudneT
network and Wi-Fi technology with unified web management and powerful analytics.

§
§
§

housing and data services

daTaCenTer
§Telekom
housing services at Slovak telekom data centres in bratislava.
InTerneT ConneCTIon
§fixed
and non-stop connection to the internet using various technologies, building the customer’s own data VPn and voice

VVn, as well as a video-conferencing implementation.
prIvaTe daTa neTwork
interconnecting customer branches, and providing a connection to telekom data centres.
Cloud vpn
self-service set-up and management of VPn and security mechanisms.
ddoS proTeCTIon
a robust solution capable of significantly reducing, or even filtering out, ongoing attacks targeting a customer’s Web servers
and Web applications.

§
§
§

TelekomCloud
IaaS platform
Slovak Telekom built its public cloud in 2012 in cooperation
with its daughter company, PosAm. The public cloud is
installed in two data centres in Bratislava, on IBM blade
servers, Hitachi Data Systems disk arrays, and Cisco
networking and SAN technology. Virtualization is built on
the VMware hypervisor. Virtual server orchestration and selfservice portal are provided by a Citrix solution.

Data centres where Telekom operates its public cloud are
connected using a robust telecommunications network, fully
owned by Telekom, with protection against DDoS and other
types of network attacks.
The core services are comprised of virtual servers running
on Linux and Windows platforms. Currently, the offered
distributions include Windows Server 2008, 2012, 2012 R2,
and current versions of Linux Ubuntu, CentOS and Debian. If
necessary, customers can also deploy their own OS image.

CloudPortal

Customers can take charge of setting up and managing
their own virtual servers through a localised portal based on
the Citrix CloudPortal platform. For server administration,
multiple user accounts with different levels of delegated
administration can be created.
For creating virtual servers a large number of preset
configurations is available, however, custom configurations
can be provided upon request.
The CloudPortal user interface allows controlling the
status, monitoring, switching on/off, and hard-resetting
of virtual servers. A web-interface remote console can be
used to access the server. The remote console allows a
virtual server screen to be displayed when a problem with
standard network access occurs. The console allows server
installation to be performed when customers want to install
their own ISO image.
RAM and CPU parameters can be changed without
reinstalling the server, but only on a switched-off server (a
hypervisor feature). Parameters can be changed in both
directions, i.e. upgrade or downgrade can be performed
at the required frequency. Furthermore, if the virtual server
has been upgraded, additional computing resources will be
additionally charged monthly at an hourly rate.

TelekomCloud
IaaS platform
Disks

Disk space can be allocated dynamically, with the disks
being offered in three types:
ro
§PSAS
disks with a high throughput for standard use.
P
ro+
§SSD (FMD) disks for applications requiring the highest data
read and write speeds.
Standard
SATA disks for more economical file storage.

§

After being created, the disk can be connected to any virtual
server but cannot be shared. It can only be connected
to one server at a given time. However, the disks can be
disconnected from and connected to the virtual servers at
any time without any further restrictions.
For backup purposes snapshots can be created from the
disks, which allow a copy of a disk to be created for archiving
or later recovery. The snapshots can also be used to create
disk clones or templates for creating additional virtual
servers. The snapshots can be created manually as well as
automatically on an hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly basis.
However, snapshots are not designed to protect against data
loss during storage device outages, since they are located in
the same disk array.

Backup and high availability
Telekom backs up all virtual servers in-house on the
TelekomCloud platform for disaster recovery at the level of
entire virtual servers. Backups are performed regularly and
are used to restore data in the event of primary hardware
loss. Telekom does not currently provide the option to allow
customers access to these backups for their own use.
Therefore, it is the customer’s responsibility to provide an
additional in-house data backup for their own needs, with
their own backup schemes, for which any of the Telekom
professional services can be utilised.
TelekomCloud virtual servers are set-up in two locations,
shown in the self-service CloudPortal interface as „DC1“
and „DC2“. Customers can utilise this setup for their ITservices architecture that requires high availability - by
setting up a backup server at the secondary site. Generally,
it is the customer’s responsibility to secure a high-availability
functionality between the two sites at the application level.

Pricing
The fee for using the servers is based on a “pay-as-you-go“
pricing model, where the customer is charged for the disk,
memory, and CPU at an hourly rate. For greater clarity, the
price list and online price calculator show the monthly cost.
Prices for the virtual servers range from €61/month for the
smallest Linux server with 1 vCPU, 2 GB of RAM, and 60 GB
HDD. Mid-level server with 2 vCPUs, 4 GB of RAM, and 110
GB HDD costs €118. A configuration with 4 vCPUs, 8 GB of
RAM, and 200 GB HDD is priced at €241/month. Windows
Server license is priced at €16.90/month. Try out the service
through a free trial for 10 calendar days with a configuration
consisting of 1 vCPU at 512 MHz, 512 MB of RAM, OS Linux
and 3 items of preconfigured HDD. During registration for the
trial version please enter the promo code „gocloud“.

For more information about the TelekomCloud IaaS platform, please visit www.telekomcloud.sk.

Cloud infrastructure
usage scenarios
Data storage

A simple form of presence in the cloud is TelekomDrive data storage. It is a tool through which companies can share any files
and documents between their users. This cost-effective service is also suitable for storing corporate backups in a secure
place outside the company. The service provides direct access to data from end devices such as PCs, laptops, smartphones
and tablets, or through a web interface. Customers can also manage their access privileges between individual users and
encryption their data. The cost of the service ranges from 70 cents per 1 GB per month.
For more information, please visit www.telekom.sk/biznis/it-riesenia/telekom-drive

Web hosting

The most economical form of hosting websites, e-shops, photo albums, and Internet applications is web hosting. Telekom
provides its LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP) platform and managing of the entire infrastructure. So customers can
just upload their webpage, typically via an FTP interface, and gain a functional presence on the web. The service costs from
€2 to €7 per month.
For more information, please visit www.telekom.sk/wiki/internet/webhostingove-sluzby

Research, development and testing

Applications in this area are characterised by being created for a shorter time period, and their computing resources are
changing dynamically. For this reason, the IaaS public cloud features and the pay-as-you-go pricing model provide many
advantages for these applications. While the development environment requires specific tools, the test environments need to
replicate the actual production infrastructures. Both, however, are specific in that they require maximum power only for short
periods of time, and it is strictly desirable to have both located outside the production environment. So an optimal solution
for these applications is to use the TelekomCloud service. The advantage is the speedy set-up of the service, when a virtual
server suitable for testing purposes can be created within a few minutes.

Cloud infrastructure
usage scenarios
Databases,
analytical applications,
BigData
Data analysis applications are also characterised by the changing demands on computing resources, making the dynamics
of the cloud ideal for these applications. Solutions based on typical monolithic applications, such as Oracle and MS SQL
databases that run on a single virtual server, utilise dynamically-allocated computing resources. Allocating an additional
memory or processors to a given virtual server running on the TelekomCloud platform requires restarting the operating
system. Otherwise, the process takes place dynamically.
Some types of typical packaged software applications do not provide a favourable licensing model in the cloud environment.
This part of the infrastructure can then be allocated and operated on a virtual private server, or a dedicated physical server everything in the data centre and managed by Telekom.
For the monolithic databases, a high availability requirement can be met by using a typical server cluster working over a
shared disk. An example is the Oracle RAC. The standard TelekomCloud public cloud does not allow two virtual servers to
share a single disk. However, the configuration is feasible in a public private cloud by separating the portion of architecture
from the public cloud.
Other database types may become popular in the future, such as MongoDB, which allow horizontal scaling and are
resistant to individual virtual server outages. Additional resources can be allocated by adding multiple instances of the same
application, and by balancing the load between them. Such a system is resistant to load fluctuations of the entire cloud, and is
independent of the infrastructure under the applications or of the hypervisor properties.
With a traditional SQL database, which also has a very high demand on throughput to disks without the possibility of
horizontal scaling, it is appropriate to perform performance tests when entering cloud. Public cloud providers, including the
TelekomCloud platform, limit the overall IOPS throughput to avoid clogging up the shared disk arrays. The highest possible
throughput in the TelekomCloud infrastructure can be achieved using SSD (FMD) disks. For hardware-intensive projects, the
TelekomCloud platform allows allocating dedicated resources with a separate non-shared infrastructure. The high resourcedemanding SQL database is a classic case for a solution based on a virtual private cloud, or on a rented dedicated server.

Cloud infrastructure
usage scenarios
Company internal applications
A virtual server in the TelekomCloud is a fully-featured replacement for a conventional corporate server designed to run
internal company applications such as accounting, payroll, logistics, and ERP systems. With regards to an application
dedicated solely to internal business users, it is advisable to create a connection via a private data line (MPLS) or a VPN
connection via the Internet. For customers requiring high availability, TelekomCloud allows creating virtual servers at different
locations and then creating a high-availability setup at the application level. Possible changing demands on hardware
resources predetermine hosting in the public cloud with the option of dynamic scaling. If very high demand is concentrated
on a single server that cannot be scaled horizontally, it is recommended to use a virtual private server solution or to lease a
custom dedicated physical server.
Hosting business applications in the cloud avoids investments into own hardware and software infrastructure. The fees for
cloud services are paid on a pay-as-you-go basis, and depending on the actual amount used. So the initial higher investment
into infrastructure is avoided, which has a positive impact on cash flow as cloud is a pay-as-you-go service. In calculating the
total cost for a certain period (TCO - Total Cost of Ownership), for the typical purchase of an infrastructure it is necessary to
consider all the costs associated with owning on-premise company servers:
urchase costs of the servers,
§lpicense
the operating system, and other software infrastructures such as a database, or application server,
§networkfordevices,
firewall, VPN, and connectivity,
§rack cabinet, storage
space for operating the hardware,
§cooling, air conditioning,
§electrical power supply,
§support contracts and service works for the hardware components,
§support related to the software infrastructure, e.g. OS,
§installation works on the server and other components,
§management and maintenance of hardware components.
§
The summed total cost is then divided by the number of months that the entire infrastructure is to be utilised. This is often
not based on actual usage but rather accounting regulations. The depreciation period for hardware in Slovakia is currently
six years, which does not necessarily correspond to the actual time period of using the investment. In reality the dynamically
changing requirements for the hardware infrastructure can lead to a situation whereby hardware is used much less, or in
contrary requires significant expansion after a short period of time.

Cloud infrastructure
usage scenarios
Customer applications

Business applications that are increasingly communicating with third parties, such as customer information systems, support
ticketing systems and the like, require first of all a strong and stable connection to the Internet. Hence they are generally
very suitable for placement in a data centre operated by a service provider. Some of these types of applications, such as
e-commerce or ordering systems, can be operated on a Telekom web hosting service. However, if the customer requires
increased performance or availability, the ideal solution is the TelekomCloud virtual server or virtual private servers.

Internet applications

Presenting an application on the Internet is subject to various influences, both wanted and unwanted.
Once a web application is published on the Internet it is likely that in a few hours it will attract botnets (automated servers) that
seek to exploit a web application for other operations, such as spreading viruses and unwanted emails. These attacks, though
mostly unsuccessful, can generate excessive load and cause unavailability of the Internet application, and in some cases of
the infrastructure on which the application runs.
More wanted effects include a sudden increase in website traffic due to the interest of a large number of users.
In these cases the advantage of cloud is its flexibility in adapting to the current situation, for example simply by adding servers
into the application architecture. The resulting load is evenly distributed between all the servers, and allows the application to
continue to be available due to its increased performance.
If there is a failure of part of the infrastructure, the application in the cloud can simply redirect the requests to another server,
and thus continue to function without the user noticing any difference at all.

Disaster recovery
For security reasons organizations of all sizes should invest in technologies and processes that ensure data protection against
various disaster events. However, only the largest companies and organizations can ensure in-house the availability and
integrity of data across a range of adverse events. Therefore it is advisable for companies to have replicated data or backups
in a remote, trusted location outside their premises - the cloud provider can meet these needs and requirements.
For small- and medium-sized companies it may be sufficient to back up important data in an easy-sharing TelekomDrive data
storage.
The TelekomCloud IaaS platform is suitable for disaster recovery purposes by larger customers who want to protect their onpremise data and servers against outages or damage. There are two basic scenarios for utilising the shared TelekomCloud
resources by customers for the disaster recovery of their on-premise solutions:
To back up on-premise data to the TelekomCloud customers use their own backup software to create backups of their on§premise
infrastructure. In the TelekomCloud the customer creates a virtual disk and publishes it to their backup software,
where it subsequently stores the backups according to the customer’s backup policies.
For disaster recovery in the TelekomCloud customers use the technology to replicate their own virtual servers in the
TelekomCloud environment. Telekom provides this solution on the Veeam Availability Suite v9 platform. After a disaster
event in the on-premises environment, the customer initiates the start of replicated virtual servers at the TelekomCloud.

§

Connecting to the cloud
Connectivity is absolutely essential for cloud services. Upon
entry to the cloud it is therefore important to consider the
speed, type, and method of connecting the cloud service
with the user. The customer can connect to the cloud
services using three basic modes:
1. Via the public Internet network.
2. Via a VPN connection over the public
Internet network.
3. Via a private data line.
For IT services provided to users via the public Internet, such
as online commerce, reservation systems, and web portal, it
is particularly important that the service provides sufficient
connectivity. Telekom provides connectivity to the Internet
for all its cloud services free of charge and without any traffic
volume restrictions. However, this is a shared service without
any speed guarantee.
Shared access to the public Internet network on the
TelekomCloud IaaS platform is limited by the speed of
100 Mbit/s per IP address in order to avoid the possible
congestion of the whole line by a small number of services
during attacks, etc. For the vast majority of Internet projects,
this type of connection is sufficient. However, it is also
possible to buy an additional connection at a dedicated
speed. Telekom provides its customers with protection from
DDoS attacks as an optional add-on service.

While operating company internal applications in the public
cloud, it is possible to connect to a public IP address over the
public Internet. However, this may not be optimal from the
security or practical point of view. It is advisable to use a VPN
or MPLS connection. A third of all TelekomCloud customers
accesses cloud services through a private data network. For
a hybrid infrastructure, where the customers operate the IT
services partly on their own and partly on the cloud servers,
this is an optimal solution. A significant advantage is when
the cloud service provider can also provide private data
lines with a highly secured method of connection and with
a contractually guaranteed level of coverage for a particular
data service: this is the case with Telekom.

There is a high practicality level of network connection
using VPN or MPLS connectivity to the TelekomCloud.
Virtual servers, load-balancers, and other TelekomCloud
components may use an internal IP addressing specific to
the customer. Hence from the network point of view the IT
services can be built on a public cloud only using a very
transparent extension of the customer’s current internal
company network.

Professional services

Upon delivery of the hardware and software infrastructure
solutions, whether on-premises or in the cloud, the ability of
the provider to provide a wide range of professional services
is very important. The Telekom ICT department also offers
additional services beyond the standard set-up service
for ICT products. Customers can choose from defined
categories that include assessment services, configuration
services, training, and various upgraded levels of SLA
support.

For more information about professional services, please visit www.telekom.sk/biznis/profesionalne-sluzby

Cloud and DevOps
If your main reason for entering the public or private cloud
is the ability to make dynamic changes, it is also necessary
to adapt your organization. Traditional IT environments
split the development and provision of IT services
into functional areas, such as networking, operations,
application development, and storage. These roles are
also organizationally divided into separate departments,
which creates a problem in situations when it is necessary
to change a given IT service or to scale it. Any change
may concern several IT departments, each with its own
processes, priorities, and/or culture.

Conclusion

Most enterprise applications currently run on on-premise
company servers and infrastructure. The phenomenon of
the cloud, however, is probably unstoppable. Cloud reduces
the costs of operating infrastructure, and also significantly
increases an organization’s dynamics. And potentially

The DevOps concept is about connecting operations
and development into a combined team responsible for
both these functional areas. The resulting team is then
responsible for the entire cycle of development and running
the applications, and a large portion of change cycles. The
indisputable advantage of DevOps teams, as well as other
cross-functional teams, is their dynamics. This is because the
required changes are being executed by a single unit.

the most important factor - cloud allows you to primarily
concentrate on your main business. To take advantage of
cloud benefits in the future, you have to begin using cloud
today.
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